
M-SCEA ~ 

 The Facts of the Matter 

M-SCEA continues to exist, operate and represent M-SCEA members. 

We need your continued support and active involvement. 

 

What is happening with the $$$$ ? 

 In August 2014 TEA collected an additional $120,000 in dues from M-SCEA with no 

documentation of additional members. 

 TEA already received approximately $1.09 Million annually from M-SCEA. 

 NEA received approximately $740,000 annually from M-SCEA. 

 In 2014-15 TEA was supposed to provide $140,000 (from the dues M-SCEA members paid to TEA) 

towards UniServ Director salaries.  

o TEA only paid $70,000 claiming financial hardship, not keeping its full obligation. 

o For 2015-16 TEA claimed further financial issues and said it would pay NOTHING towards 

M-SCEA UniServ Director salaries. 

M-SCEA provides annual audits to TEA and NEA, conducted by CPAs. ~  refer to letter from auditor  

 The NEA guidelines say TEA/NEA can examine the records (which they already receive).  

 M-SCEA is solvent and fiscally responsible. 

The M-SCEA Executive Director decided NOT to sign a new two-year contract.  

 The contract was at his current salary with reduced benefits with no IRA or payments for long-

term care insurance, which he had previously received. 

 He refused to continue in his position rather than accept the terms of the contract. 

The Merger Agreement between MEA and SCEA was NOT a new organization. 

 SCEA merged into the existing MEA with very minimal changes made to the Constitution & 

Bylaws. No changes were made to the independent corporate status and ID. 

 The framework for the merger said that if the former SCEA members left, as they did, forming 

municipal associations, that the M-SCEA Board of Directors would decide whether to hold 

elections for ALL M-SCEA positions. Elections were held for ALL positions, including President. 

o Patricia Scarborough became President with a vote of 1290 to Sammy Jobe’s vote of 112. 

M-SCEA continues to have LOCAL OPTION including UniServ Director staff and others to 

service the needs of M-SCEA members. 

 M-SCEA members voted by 98% in May 2015 to continue with the LOCAL OPTION status giving 

M-SCEA the right to hire and direct ALL staff. The vote to preserve local option was 1,525 YES    

to 36 no. 

o “Al Mance and Mr. Stern pointed out that based on the undisputed evidence in the 

appeal at least 90% of the members voting on the local option question would not 

understand the matter at which they were voting.” ~  regarding TEA appeal  
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 TEA, with NEA support, asserts that M-SCEA was a new organization, which they say gave TEA the 

right to refuse to allow a LOCAL OPTION status for M-SCEA, replacing it with a STATE local 

option. 

o TEA wanted to hire and direct UniServ Directors/Organizers/Coordinators instead and has 

already set up TEA West. 

 Saturday, August 29th TEA interviewed in Nashville and hired two M-SCEA UniServ 

Directors. The two M-SCEA UniServ Directors resigned from M-SCEA Monday 

afternoon, August 31st. 

 TEA said that effective Sept. 1 M-SCEA was a state option. However, M-SCEA 

continues to operate as a LOCAL Option. 

What do WE, M-SCEA Members need from TEA? 

 Effective Legal representation: merger cases have waited five years and still not heard in court; 

other cases have not had adequate support and success. According to TEA Legal, they have lost 

96% of their cases. 

 Adequate representation with the state legislature to reflect M-SCEA member needs.  

o Charters and other “reform” measures have disproportionately impacted SCS and            

M-SCEA Members – they were “approved and agreed by TEA.   

o M-SCEA was about 10% of TEA Membership and now is closer to 15%.   

o M-SCEA pays the most of any local and has the most members of any local in TEA. 

 Support for the local – and local option without interference 

What is happening with TEA? 

 In a recent TEA Board Meeting, TEA discussed renting out its third floor in Nashville, selling its 

parking lot and possibly selling its building. 

 TEA seems to believe it can fund ALL of three UniServ Coordinators and one Manager, a 

Memphis/Shelby County TEA West office, transportation and other support – and not fund its 

obligation for M-SCEA UniServ Directors. 
 

 

For more information, contact M-SCEA: 
 

Patricia Scarborough, President   Keith Williams, Interim Executive Director 
patriciascarborough@isdn.net  keithwilliams@isdn.net  
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